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“Okay…ok…okah…” Wu Shutong smiled miserably, and said weakly, “You are really 
my good brother. If that is the case, then Big Brother, I will wait for you below, and I will 
report this hatred to you when we meet at the spring!” 

At this time, Wu Shutong, although he was extremely resentful in his heart, deep down, 
he had completely resigned to his fate. 

He understands that this is what people often say, a mistake will cause eternal hatred. 

Xiang Yu made a mistake in one thought back then, but in the end his success failed 
and he lost the whole world. 

Emperor Jianwen also lost the whole country and society in a single thought. 

And myself, because of this mistake, lost the lives of the whole family. 

Wu Shuhang just smiled slightly at this time, and said casually, “Brother, when you get 
there, go see your parents, and the ancestors of the Wu family. You deceived the British 
Lord. They have knowledge, and I’m afraid they will clean up the house with their own 
hands.” 

Wu Shutong’s expression was incomparably horrified. He suddenly thought that what 
Wu Shuhang said was correct. Every member of the Wu family for hundreds of years 
wanted to be loyal to the Poqing Society. They were extremely loyal to the Poqing 
Society. Seeing each other, I am afraid that he will not forgive himself… 

At this moment, Wu Shutong was completely hopeless. He smiled wryly, and felt a 
sharp pain in his heart, as if being pierced by several sharp knives, and his whole body 
became extremely weak. 

Immediately afterwards, Wu Shutong lost consciousness in an instant. 

At this time, his internal organs had been severely corroded, and he gradually lost his 
breath. 

Wu Shuhang looked at his brother’s body expressionlessly, then turned to the three 
people sitting in the back row and said, “Dig a hole with me and bury him.” The three 
nodded 

immediately, and together with Wu Shuhang, they were on the side of the road In the 
dense forest, using true energy to protect the body, a large pit more than one meter 
deep was dug with bare hands, and then several people threw Wu Shutong’s body into 
it, and buried it again with soil. 



After all this last night, Wu Shuhang patted the dirt on his hands, and said to the three of 
them, “After going back, no one is allowed to say a word to the outside world, otherwise, 
the end will be the same as that of Wu Shutong today, do you understand?! 

” The man’s expression froze, and he immediately said respectfully, “Understood, 
please rest assured!” 

Wu Shuhang nodded in satisfaction, “Okay! Now that I understand everything, let’s 
return immediately!” 

… 

At this moment. 

Uncle Mason is still looking for clues about Lin Waner (Alani) in Eastcliff, and he is not 
ready to leave for Aurous Hill immediately; Uncle 

Sean is still investigating and paddling in New York, but he has not made any progress; 

area settled. 
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At this time, the three of them received a meeting notice from the British Lord at the 
same time. 

So, the three of them immediately entered the meeting software, waiting for the 
appearance of the hero. 

Before the hero appeared, the three of them hadn’t seen Nakul uncle Ou Bojun coming 
in, so Uncle Sean joked, “If Nakul uncle doesn’t hurry up to connect, after the hero 
comes in, he will be punished! 

” Sheng Bo said casually, “Uncle Nakul might be investigating relevant clues. If there is 
something important to do, the British Lord will be considerate if he is late.” Yun Ruge 
did not speak, she did not put her mind 

on Ou Bojun . 

A minute later, the English master connected in. 

otherSeeing the reminder, the three of them immediately said respectfully, “My 
subordinates welcome the hero!” The 

deep voice of the hero came, “Everyone, urgent connection, everyone wants to 
synchronize a message with you.” 



The three respectfully said, “My subordinates All ears!” 

The Lord Ying said coldly, “Just less than an hour ago, I received the definite news that 
Mr. Jiang Gong, Ober, had died in Cyprus.” “What?!” The 

three of them were shocked! 

No one expected that Uncle Nakul would die suddenly. 

Chang Shengbo blurted out and asked, “My lord… the subordinates don’t understand 
that Uncle Nakul is so powerful. Even if I want to kill Uncle Nakul, I’m afraid I have to 
pay a huge price. Who can actually kill Uncle Nakul?!” 

The Lord Ying sighed softly, and said, “According to the clues I have so far, Uncle Nakul 
should not have died at the hands of someone.” 

Uncle Willie hurriedly asked, “My Lord, what do you mean by that? The subordinates 
don’t understand. …” 

Lord Ying said, “Uncle Nakul should have died from a Soviet-made ak630 close-in anti-
aircraft gun.” 

“What?!” The three of them were even more horrified! 

Ober-jun, who had already mastered the aura, died from a near-defense gun? ! 

This is really unacceptable to them. 

Uncle Sean couldn’t help but said, “Master Nakul, didn’t he… go to investigate the place 
where the dead were stationed? How could he be killed by the near-anti-aircraft gun? Is 
this near-anti-aircraft gun so powerful? 

” Experts in weapons, this is a very powerful cannon. With Nakul Bo’s strength, if he is 
prepared in advance and goes all out, he should be able to withstand two or three shells 
head-on, but if the opponent hits him by surprise, He may not be able to block even one 
shot.” 

Speaking of this, the British Lord paused slightly, and then said, “The number of shells 
that this kind of close-in defense gun can fire in a minute is… three thousand rounds…” 
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The words of the British lord shocked the three earls. 



  Just now, when they heard the British Lord say that Uncle Nakul was dead, they 
thought that Uncle Nakul had met a stronger master, but now they realized that Uncle 
Nakul died from a near-defense gun. 

  Originally, they thought that there were very few people in the world who could hurt 
them, and they could basically be domineering, but today they realized that the so-
called cultivation was nothing compared to heavy weapons. 

  Uncle Sean who was in New York asked nervously: “My lord… who would use 
close-range artillery to deal with Uncle Nakul?! Could it be the official army of Cyprus?” 
“No.” The Lord said in a low voice: 

  ” Nakul’s body, as well as the warheads and shell casings of the near-anti-aircraft 
guns, are all within the range of the dead soldiers’ garrison in Cyprus, which means that 
the enemy installed the near-anti-aircraft guns inside the garrison in advance, and then 
waited for Nakul to come to the door and make meritorious deeds. As soon as Bo 
arrived at the garrison, he was shot and killed by close-in anti-aircraft guns.” 

  ”Ah?!” Sean Bo suddenly panicked, and blurted out: “My lord, if it is according to 
what you said, doesn’t it mean that the garrison of dead soldiers is In fact, it has been 
secretly captured by the enemy?” 

  ”Yes.” The British Lord said coldly: “The other party must have occupied the dead 
soldiers’ garrison first, and then set up a death trap here.” 

  Willie said: “The British Lord The garrison of the dead soldiers has always been top 
secret in the meeting, and all the information about the garrison is only in the hands of 
the commander-in-chief of the five-army commander-in-chief. The subordinates really 
can’t figure it out, how did the enemy find Cyprus?” The British lord sighed: “You can’t 
figure it out, 

  I I can’t figure it out, counting the two defeats in New York and Northern Europe, 
this is already the third time, the enemy seems to know our situation well, and can 
always be one step ahead of us!” After speaking, the 

  British Lord paused slightly, and continued: ” Moreover, they seem to have figured 
out our strengths and weaknesses. They know that Uncle Nakul is very strong 
personally, which is very different from the dead warriors and knight guards before. The 
heavy weapons deployed in the slain garrison were to shoot and kill Nakul Bo 
completely, without giving him any chance to resist and escape. It can be seen from this 
that our opponent not only knows us very well, but also has very careful thoughts and 
extremely inhuman methods. …” 

  Willie asked again: “My lord, the other party occupied the dead soldiers’ camp in 
Cyprus without our knowledge. The subordinate wants to know where all the people in 



the dead soldiers’ camp in Cyprus have gone? Those dead soldiers and Xiaoqi Wei, 
have they all been silently killed by the other party?!” 

  Lord Ying said: “As far as I know, the Cypriot authorities took samples from multiple 
locations on the scene for testing, but only the DNA of Uncle Nakul was found. , This 
also means that before the dead soldiers’ garrison was blown into ruins, all the people 
inside had disappeared!” “ 

  What?!” Willie said in horror: “A dead soldier’s garrison, together with the dead 
soldiers and Including Lieutenant Xiaoqi, there are at least two or three thousand 
people, how can the other party kill so many people quietly, and then move their bodies 
out?” Uncle Sean said: “Uncle 

  Mason, will it be possible ? There is another possibility, that is, the other party has 
recruited these people?” 

  ”Recruited?” Willie asked back: “No matter what the circumstances, as long as they 
want to survive, they must continue to receive relief from the British Lord.” Medicine, 
what good is it to them to be recruited by the enemy? Once the antidote stockpiled by 
the Jiedushi is exhausted, everyone will die. Are these thousands of people willing to 
die against us? 
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Uncle 

  Sean said: “Could it be that the enemy has some way to detoxify them?” 

  The hero immediately said coldly: “Absolutely impossible! No one in the world can 
detoxify the poison in their bodies!” 

  Willie said: “That’s too strange! Regardless of whether these people are really loyal 
to the Po Qing Society or not, but because of the shackles of the antidote and the 
fetters of their families, they must work hard for the Po Qing Society. They will fight back 
with all their strength, and they will never surrender to each other. The counterattack of 
thousands of people is comparable to a war, and it is impossible that there will be no 
movement at all!” After finishing, Willie said 

  again : “What’s more, there is only the DNA of Uncle Nakul at the scene, which also 
shows in disguise that there has been no bloodshed in the resident, and the absence of 
bloodshed proves that these people have no resistance. They know that they will die if 
they don’t understand the medicine, but they have no resistance. It’s completely 
contradictory…” 

  The Lord Ying asked: “Then what do you think will happen?” 



  Willie murmured: “Back to the British Lord, the subordinates are more inclined. The 
other party has already bought all the members of the station. Maybe they really have a 
way to detoxify these people. They detoxified these people. These people have no 
worries about the future, and coupled with the fact that they have been controlled by the 
Poqing Society for so many years, they will inevitably feel rebellious. In this way, they 
will naturally fully cooperate with these people’s actions. As usual; these people told 
them to evacuate early, and they evacuated early…” 

The British Lord said coldly: “Looking at the hundreds of years of history of the Po Qing 
Society, no one has ever been able to decipher this kind of poison. To detoxify this kind 
of poison, simply mastering spiritual energy is not enough. If you want to use spiritual 
energy to detoxify, you must first have a strong understanding of spiritual energy.” 
Precise control, this point, even the four of you can’t do it, not to mention, it is extremely 
difficult to obtain spiritual energy, it is still reasonable to detoxify one or two people, but 
to detoxify thousands of people, who can consume such a huge amount of spiritual 
energy ?” 

  Willie sighed: “In this way, this matter doesn’t make any sense…” The 

  Lord of England also lacked self-confidence at this time, and said to himself: “If it is 
true as Willie guessed, Our enemy must be our comrades, and his strength is probably 
not inferior to mine, but there is another unexplainable point, since he is so strong, why 
bother to use close-in defense guns? To deal with Uncle Nakul?” 

  ”This…” Uncle Mason couldn’t think of the reason, he murmured: “Perhaps the 
opponent thinks that his own strength is not enough to win, but instead, the chance of 
winning with close-range artillery is better.” Yingzhu 

  said : “At present, the enemy has killed one of my earls and destroyed one of my 
dead soldiers’ garrisons, but I don’t know anything about the enemy, so I have ordered 
the five armies to stop some foreign activities. Currently, the only ones who are still 
performing missions are You three, from now on, and for a period of time in the future, 
please be cautious, put safety first, and don’t make things too difficult at any time.” 
Mason Bo agreed: “ 

  If Nakul Bo will If we were shot by a near-anti-aircraft gun, then the three of us must 
not be opponents of the near-anti-aircraft gun. Besides, Uncle Nakul is agile and agile, 
and has a strong ability to hide, but even so, he still failed to escape the opponent’s 
shooting. It can be seen that the opponent has more powerful means to give an early 
warning, and our concealed means are likely to be useless in front of them, Sean and 
Nakul, please be more careful…” Sean immediately said: “Since the opponent is good 
at using close 
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  defense Cannons, it proves that they must have a good understanding of modern 
weapons and modern technology. Those cutting-edge military technologies are still very 
powerful. It is said that spy satellites in outer space can take pictures of matchboxes on 
the ground. It is impossible to have such a powerful sense if you cultivate from death…” 

  After all, he said again: “My lord, since the opponent is good at using close-in 
defense guns, then my subordinates think that they are probably not warriors, let alone 
monks who master aura, and most likely well-trained soldiers! 

  ” Soldier?” The British Lord murmured: “If it is really a soldier, whose soldier is it?” 

  Yun Ruge said: “Whose soldier, the subordinates have no idea, but the 
subordinates feel that it can be done from Let’s start with the clues of the anti-aircraft 
gun.” 

  The hero hummed and said: “Continue.” 

  Yun Ruge continued: “My subordinate just checked the information of this weapon. 
Although this weapon is very lethal, But in fact, it is no longer an advanced weapon and 
equipment. It can only be regarded as the first generation of close-in defense guns, and 
it has a history of decades. The parameters of the current close-in defense guns are 
almost several times that of it. , Therefore, through this point, it is basically certain that 
the other party does not belong to a certain country with a high probability, and is more 
likely to be a certain group or an unofficial organization, just like we broke the Qing 
Dynasty.” The British Lord said lightly: “It makes 

  sense UncleNakul has any other opinions, just say it.” 

  Yun Ruge said again: “This kind of weaponry and equipment decades ago is 
completely worthless in the eyes of mainstream countries, and it is very likely It has 
already been disassembled, but for those private armed forces and some anti-
government armed forces, this thing should still be very valuable; “” 

  So, I speculate that this kind of thing will only be sold on the black market with a 
high probability now Although the subordinates don’t know who killed Uncle Nakul, I 
think there is a high probability that the anti-aircraft guns they used were bought from 
the black market, so the subordinates thought that as long as they started from the 
black market clues , tracing all the transaction clues of the same type of anti-aircraft 
artillery in recent years, you should be able to find some clues!” 

  The hero agreed and said: “Uncle Nakul’s speculation is very reasonable. If we 
start from the black market of arms, we may really be able to find the other party’s 
clues.” 



  Speaking of this, he continued: “However, the current situation is grim, and there 
are no masters who are proficient in aura under the Commander’s Mansion of the Five 
Armies, so we can’t let them investigate this matter for the time being.” 

  After that, he pondered for a moment, and said, “Uncle Sean, you don’t need to 
investigate the matter in New York anymore. You can set off immediately and start from 
the arms black market to see if you can find any clues about the transaction of near-
anti-aircraft guns!” Uncle Sean couldn’t help feeling a 

  little Nervous, he opened his mouth and said, “My lord…the other party has a 
scheming style of behavior. Maybe they have already expected that we will use the 
close-in defense gun as an entry point to investigate…” The lord 

  said coldly: “Then you will learn from Jiang Gongbo. Lessons learned, proceed with 
caution, no matter what, this matter must be investigated to the bottom, otherwise Po 
Qing’s life will hang by a thread!” 
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With the order of the British Lord, the Qing Dynasty has entered a period of dormancy 
that has never been seen before. 

  The Governor’s Mansion of the Five Armies went into full hibernation immediately. 
Except for the copper smelter in Turkey, all dead soldiers and knight guards were not 
allowed to step out of the station. All members lurking around the world also temporarily 
terminated their contact with the upper line. 

  From this moment on, there are only three earls left in the Qing Dynasty to carry 
out the mission of the British Lord. Uncle Mason is in China, looking for the 
whereabouts of Lin Waner (Alani), and at the same time he is preparing to leave for 
Aurous Hill to investigate clues about charlie; Looking for clues about the transaction of 
the AK-630 close-in anti-aircraft gun; as for Dingyuan Boyun Ruge, he was looking for 
Lin Waner (Alani) for Mason Bo in the Far East. 

  The day after Nakul  Ouberjun was shot, all members of the Turkish copper smelter 
left Turkey by boat. 

  The special envoy Duan Liye, who was given psychological hints by charlie with 
aura, also boarded the evacuated freighter together with others. 

  Everyone didn’t know where they were going at this time. They only knew that 
something happened in Cyprus, and the British Lord asked them to withdraw to South 
Africa immediately. 

  The incident happened suddenly, and it was reasonable to retreat temporarily, so 
the group did not have any doubts. 



  It was a long journey to South Africa, across the Mediterranean Sea, and after 
crossing the Suez Canal, they had to cross the narrow Red Sea, and then all the way 
south along the east of Africa, the whole journey was nearly 10,000 kilometers. 

  Fortunately, before departure, the ship has already prepared materials ready to be 
transported to the Cyprus copper mine, which is enough for hundreds of people in the 
copper smelter to eat and drink at sea, so everyone is not too worried about the future, 
just hope Hope to land in Africa as soon as possible and start a new life. 

  But what they didn’t know was that the Lord of England had no plans to let them set 
foot on land again. 

  According to the requirements of the British Lord, the ship, and all the people on 
the ship, must be buried in the depths of the Mediterranean Sea. 

  One day after the freighter departed. 

  When the ship was 200 kilometers away from Port Said, the northern mouth of the 
Suez Canal, in the middle of the night, the engine suddenly stopped, and the ship 
quickly lost power and floated on the sea. 

  A number of welders are using electric welding equipment to seal all the windows 
and hatches of the ship with steel bars as thick as thumbs. 

  All the movable objects on the deck have been taken into the cabin, and these 
welders are also welding inside the doors and windows, which means that after the 
welding is completed, they cannot get out by themselves. 

  These people welded very fast. After welding the doors and windows, they quickly 
returned to the cabin and welded all the doors from the outside. 

 


